Levelled Reading Programs and Series

HELLO READER!/SCHOLASTIC READER

The Hello Reader!/Scholastic Reader leveled reading program has been a Scholastic tradition since 1976. With four easy-to-use levels, Hello Reader!/Scholastic Readers are designed to support each child's efforts to learn how to read at every age and every stage. Each book is based upon research and vetted by education specialists, and fluency activities in every book promote good comprehension and fluent reading. More than 400 titles published. More than 4 million copies sold!

**Word-by-Word Scholastic Readers**
One word per page to build confidence and empower new learners.
32 pages + activities
7 titles available now

**My First Hello Reader!**
Simple words, very short sentences, and activities to help prepare children to read English.
32 pages + activities
23 titles available now

**Level 1 Hello Reader!/Scholastic Reader**
Simple words and short sentences for the newest readers
32 pages + activities
98 titles available now

**Level 2 Hello Reader!/Scholastic Reader**
Some new vocabulary and longer sentences for beginning readers
32 - 40 pages
54 titles available now

**Level 3 Hello Reader!/Scholastic Reader**
Longer stories with paragraphs
32 - 48 pages
86 titles available now

**Level 4 Hello Reader!/Scholastic Reader**
First chapter books for advanced beginners.
48 pages
41 titles available now
Hello Reader! Scholastic Reader Science
48 pages
51 titles available now

Hello Reader! Scholastic Reader Math
32 – 48 pages
36 titles available now

FOLK & FAIRY TALE EASY READERS

Finally, all your favorite tales in easy-reader form! Boost key reading skills -- and cultural literacy -- with this big collection of classics that are "just right" for young learners! Each 16-page storybook features lively, easy-to-read text paired with supportive illustrations, making them perfect for independent or guided reading. Options include a teaching guide filled with mini-lessons, graphic organizers, and mini-book versions of all 15 tales.

* Cinderella * The City Mouse and the Country Mouse * The Elves and the Shoemaker * Goldilocks and the Three Bears * The Gingerbread Man * Little Red Hen * Martina the Cockroach * The Nightingale * The Princess and the Pea * The Spider and the Beehive * Stone Soup * The Three Billy Goats Gruff * The Three Little Pigs * The Tortoise and the Hare * The Ugly Duckling *

15 titles available now
16 pages each
Ages 4 – 7

SCHOLASTIC LEVELED WORKBOOKS PROGRAM

Give students the skill-building practice they need at home in reading, writing, math, and more with these engaging, full-color workbooks. Easy-to-follow directions and fun exercises motivate students to work on their own. These workbooks:

• give remedial students extra practice at home to ensure success in school
• are perfect for challenging gifted children
• get all students ready for tests
• Math Practice, Reading Practice, Writing Practice, and Handwriting Practice have 4 books in each category, leveled for 1st grade, 2nd grade, 3rd grade, and 4th grade.
• Kindergarten includes 5 titles: Learning the Alphabet, Learning Numbers, Learning Early Concepts, Learning Phonics, Writing Letters & Words

Complete program (21 titles) available now – 48 pages each – Ages 5 - 9
ZIP ZOOM ENGLISH

Supports beginning-level English-language learners in developing critical language and reading skills. Structured around three thematically based stages (Stage 1: My Self for Pre- and Early English language readers; Stage 2: My School and My Friends for Early and Emergent English language readers; Stage 3: My Community & My World for Emergent and Low/Intermediate English language readers). Choose one, two, or all three components and tailor ZIP ZOOM ENGLISH to your needs: software to engage learners in critical language and reading practice; leveled books specifically designed for English language learners based on "critical word factor" formulas; instructional tools for classroom use by teachers or at-home use by families. For each learner, this engaging research-based leveled reading program is designed to:

- Build a strong working vocabulary
- Increase recognition of critical sight works
- Develop oral language and syntax in English
- Provide practice in consolidating reading and literacy skills
- Help increase reading fluency and listening comprehension

SCHOLASTIC PHONICS READERS

Motivate early readers with purposeful phonics practice! SCHOLASTIC PHONICS READERS reinforce core English language phonics skills with early readers. This proven series of 72 books is divided into two levels: The 36 titles in Set A introduce the alphabet; focus on concepts of print, such as reading left to right and book handling; and use beginning sight words. The 36 titles in Set B focus on final e; multiple spellings long e (e, ea, ee); long vowels; inflectional endings -ed and -ing; and commonly used phonograms. Choose the books only or enhance to program by adding available audio versions and/or teacher & classroom materials. SCHOLASTIC PHONICS READERS:

- Boast 100% controlled text for phonics and sight works
- Build children’s decoding abilities as they progress through the skills
- Strike a balance between controlled phonics and natural-sounding language
- Expose children to new genres and subject matter
- Motivate children to keep reading

SCHOLASTIC PHONICS WORKBOOKS

Reinforce English language phonics skills with reading and writing practice. Available in three levels (Level K: Kindergarten, Level A: Grade 1; Level B: Grades 2 & 3), the SCHOLASTIC PHONICS WORKBOOKS are filled with purposeful, playful word-building and blending practice activities that teach children how words work. Companion audio CDs are also available.

HIGH-FREQUENCY READERS
Help the earliest readers master essential English language sight words! **HIGH FREQUENCY READERS** are a series of 18 full-color books that introduce and continuously review 21 simple high-frequency works, giving children the opportunity to practice emergent reading skills within the context of an engaging story. Audio CDs are also available.

- Simple patterned text leads to early success
- Includes fiction and nonfiction stories
- Perfect for English Language Learners

**PHONICS CHAPTER BOOKS**

Motivate readers with simple stories in a “big kid” format. Every 32-page, full-color **PHONICS CHAPTER BOOK** is this series provides controlled, systematic, explicit instruction of both phonics sounds and common sight words. Two levels introduce simple and them more complex phonics skills. Each book:

- Enables children to read independently through decodable text
- Reviews phonics words continuously and applies skills in subsequent stories
- Features high-interest fiction and nonfiction stories
- An optional Teacher’s Guide includes a lesson plan for each story!

**MY FIRST PHONICS READERS**

Build core phonics skills in the youngest readers! This 12-title series gives children a solid foundation for reading success with lively decodable books. Perfect for independent reading, they build alphabet recognition and phonemic awareness skills -- the two best predictors of early reading success. Each full-color book includes

- An introduction to blending using seven high-utility phonograms and CVC words
- A list of decodable words at the back of each book
- A review of previously covered skills in each new book
- Also available on audio CD

**SCHOLASTIC DECODABLE READERS**
Improve children's confidence with the simplest, most decodable books available! For intensive phonics practice, give children **SCHOLASTIC DECODABLE READERS**. These 88 carefully sequenced books:

- Are systematic, explicit, and 100% controlled
- Increase gradually in difficulty, reviewing elements as they incorporate new skills
- Feature critical review words at the back of every book

**WIGGLEWORKS: The #1 Beginning Literacy System!**

For over 10 years **WIGGLEWORKS** has provided strategic reading and writing instruction. The system is designed to work productively with diverse levels of students. The results...motivated learners who are better readers and writers! WiggleWorks includes 84 leveled trade books in print, on audiocassette, and on CD-ROM. The electronic books enhance the print books by providing additional support to motivate the emergent reader. WiggleWorks is available in Stages A-D for emergent, early, fluent, and independent readers. WiggleWorks works even if you don't have a computer! Purchase the leveled books only as literature collections -- and to make available as classroom library packs or shared reading packs via educational channels.

- Differentiate instruction for ALL students
- Support intervention efforts for struggling readers
- Make small-group instruction work

**WIGGLE WORKS: Guided Reading Editions**

For over 10 years **WIGGLE WORKS** has provided strategic reading and writing instruction. The system is designed to work productively with diverse levels of students. The results...motivate learners who are better readers and writers! Fifty-two (52) carefully leveled books are organized by Guided Reading levels A - M (thirteen levels @ 4 books per level) for Grades K, 1, 2, and 3. The **WIGGLE WORKS** leveled reading program:

- Differentiates instruction for ALL students
- Supports intervention efforts for struggling readers
- Makes small-group instruction work

**FIRST-START EASY READERS**

First launched in 1977 -- and never out of print! -- this extensive series is geared to grades K - 2. **FIRST-START EASY READERS** are bright and filled with charming characters, designed to help beginners to take their first steps in reading and to give remedial students a chance to catch up. There are 104 of
these Easy Readers, half with full-color illustrations throughout and half in 2-color. Three (3) FIRST START MATH READERS, full-color throughout, help students understand the fundamental concepts of math. Fifteen (15) FIRST START SCIENCE READERS, full color-throughout, introduce students to topics they’ll love from butterflies to frogs, from the stars to the seasons. Each book has 48 pages.

SMART PADS!

SMART PADS! are 48-page gummed pads, each with an answer key, that can be played anytime, anywhere! Rev up reading and writing skills with: ABCs, PHONICS, FUN WITH WORDS, RHYMING, HANDWRITING. Build math skills with NUMBERS AND COUNTING, ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION, FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS, and MULTIPLICATION. Ten (10) titles available now.

GET READY FOR...Series

This series of six (6) summer skill builder books will help kids feel more confident as they enter a new grade. Each book includes a full page of colorful incentive stickers, a skill-building full-color foldout game, a certificate of achievement, and more! 128 pages each, for K thru 5.

FACT & FICTION PAPERBACK COLLECTION

The FACT & FICTION PAPERBACK COLLECTION allows budding readers and improving readers an interesting selection books to choose from, keeping them motivated and making them better readers. Comprised of brand new fiction and nonfiction and designed to help struggling readers transition
from elementary school to high school and beyond, these collections are divided into three stages, 16 titles per stage. Scholastic merchandises this collection as a complete library; the books are very short so a bind-up could be considered to provide your consumers with the most bang for the buck.

**Stage A** is geared to developing critical literacy skills in young elementary school readers.

**Stage B** is geared to middle school readers and provides respectful, motivational support.

**Stage C** allows mature readers (high school and beyond) to explore beloved authors, great books, and universal themes.

Interestingly, in the United States, the FACT & FICTION PAPERBACK COLLECTIONS have been proven especially helpful for English-Language Learners and students with special needs. Used primarily in schools, this program is also being employed in a variety of settings including after-school, summer school, and community literacy programs. Please note that the FACT & FICTION PAPERBACK COLLECTIONS can be given whatever proprietary program name suits your list best.

**SOUND-OUT-THE-WORD Readers**

The SOUND-OUT-THE-WORD Phonics 2-set series is perfect for beginning readers. Each book set contains 5 readers (original stories and beautiful color illustrations), a review workbook, and a read-along CD! Illustrations of mouths forming the sounds make this a uniquely practical series for learning English with local language instruction inserted.

**DINOPALS PHONICS FUN Readers**

This systematic phonics reading program targets an important untapped area in the early reader category, offering necessary practice for the newest readers -- or the newest readers of English. A lovable bunch of silly dinosaurs to teach short vowels, long vowels, and consonants. Complete series includes 12 short books, two activity books, and a parent card. Scholastic will package the series for the U.S. market in a sturdy box including a canvas handle and bright green embossed foil.

**BERGER SCIENCE READERS**

For readers age 4 - 8 (pre-K to grade 3), here is a series of nine (9) nonfiction books that enable young readers to become comfortable with the paragraph format as they learn all about animals -
including how they catch their food, where they make their homes, and how they hide from their enemies. Esteemed science writers Melvin and Gilda Berger have focused on the animal subjects kids love most: wolves, big cats, polar animals, sharks, whales and dolphins, alligators and crocodiles, dangerous animals, and insects.

**SCHOLASTIC PHONICS READING PROGRAM**

The program includes a sequence of progressively challenging Reading Levels. All 20 levels introduce sounds, blends, and sight words; offer practice to reinforce newly learned skills; and build on skills the child masters in earlier levels. And they make the learning enjoyable! Each level includes:

- *Three Phonics Readers* which will capture a child's attention with fun-to-read stories and colorful pictures on every page
- *A Phonics Workbook* which uses easy-to-understand activities to reinforce skills learned in the Phonics Readers
- *A Lively Read-Along CD* which allows the child to follow along as the story is read aloud
- *An Exciting Phonics Game* which provides hours of fun while allowing the child to practice his new skills!

**MOMENTUM LIBRARIES**

Motivate readers forward faster...with systematic leveled reading practice! Momentum Libraries were developed to make the most of independent reading time in the classroom, or practice reading time at home. They provide an enjoyable yet structured framework of leveled text and support materials that build reading, writing, and word skills, moving readers forward along the road to reading success. Titles are carefully leveled for Grades 1 - 6; *72 unique books in each of 6 levels!* Momentum gives you the opportunity to:

- Match students with appropriately leveled books.
- Generate interest and excitement about choosing books
- Offer a diverse selection of fiction and nonfiction titles in a wide range of genres at each level